Using a natural distortion measure based on entanglement fidelity and allowing unrestricted classical side-information, we find the exact quantum rate-distortion function for a source of isotropic qubits. An upper bound we believe to be exact is found in the case of biased sources. We also establish that rate-distortion codes that are optimal with respect to entanglement fidelity produce no entropy exchange with the environment of any individual qubit.
Abstract -Using a natural distortion measure based on entanglement fidelity and allowing unrestricted classical side-information, we find the exact quantum rate-distortion function for a source of isotropic qubits. An upper bound we believe to be exact is found in the case of biased sources. We also establish that rate-distortion codes that are optimal with respect to entanglement fidelity produce no entropy exchange with the environment of any individual qubit.
In this paper we extend the rate-distortion theory of i.i.d. sources [l] to lossy compression of q u a n t u m information (qubits). The quantum problem was first posed by Barnum [2] , who introduced a family of single qubit distortion measures d(p, 7 ) = 1 -F ( p , T ) , where p is the single qubit density matrix, T is the restriction of the encoding-decoding operation onto the qubit in question and F is some quantum fidelity measure such as average pure-state fidelity or entanglement fidelity. The crucial difference between our formulation and Barnum's is that we allow storing classical side information.
Barnum derives a lower bound based on coherent information paralleling Shannon's classical result, which applies to all distortion measures. This bound is not tight, however, and it appears that no such general formula exists, due to the qualitative richness of distortion measures which vary in their degree of "quantumness". Here we restrict attention to the distortion measure based on entanglement fidelity (which is of a highly quantum nature), and analyze the problem from first principles.
We divide the encoding procedure into two steps. In the first step we manipulate blocks of qubits of size n by performing a generalized measurement, in order to reduce the outcome averaged Von Neumann entropy to the desired rate R while leaving the average distortion as low as possible. In the second step we take N such blocks and group them according to which operation got carried out, and then perform Schumacher encoding separately on each group, thus obtaining a string of NnR qubits. This way we make use of all the classical information available, the only penalty being that we have to provide classical information about which qubit blocks were coded using which operation so that the decoder may unscramble them properly. The decoding procedure is just reversing the second step which can be done with perfect fidelity in the large N limit by the noiseless coding theorem.
Most generally the best scheme will be achieved in the limit of large n as well as large N .
The possibly suprising result of the paper is that n = 1 already attains the R ( d ) curve. In other words for the noisy step of the encoding it suffices to act independently on the qubits. The reason behid this is that, although quantum correlating d Fig. 1 : The quantum rate-distortion function R(d) plotted for several values of PO. The po = 0.5 curve is proven to be exact and the others are partly conjectured.
(or entan,gling) the qubits reduces the Von Neumann entropy, individual qubits experience quantum "noise" coming from the other qubits. The latter effect turns out to dominate, due to our choice of fidelity measure which is especially sensitive to such noise. We prove this exactly in the case of equiprobable sources. For biased sources we show that our scheme is optimal with respect to all local perturbations of the quantum operation and an important family of global ones.
The figure shows the rate distortion curves for different source density matrix eigenvalues (which can be thought of as the probabilities po and p l of being in the 10) and 11) states respectively). The optimal generalized measurements used in tlne lossy part of the encoding consist of two operation elements diagonal in the {IO), 11)) basis. For po = 0.5 the rate-clistortion curve has the simple form R(d) = h2($ + d m ) ) , where ha(.) is the Shannon binary entropy function, and the classical side information rate is 1 bit per qubit.
